Introduction
This paper describes a multiresolution approach to tackling the image registration problem -the identi cation of corresponding points or regions in two or more images of a scene derived, for example, from di erent viewpoints or at di erent times. This is a fundamental problem in a wide range of applications, most notably in the inference of depth or 3-d shape from multiple views 1 and in the estimation of motion from video sequences 2 . The problem is a di cult one, in general being complicated both by the need to take account of correspondences based on complex transformations that require the use of a ne or perspective models, for example, and by the existence of factors such as transparency and occlusions. The use of multiresolution techniques in the area is not new. Multiscale`coarse-to-ne' search procedures form an important component in the majority of techniques in current use 3;4;5 . These help to reduce the computational complexity of the problem and allow for the estimation of large disparities. Nevertheless, such approaches are not without their shortcomings. Most notable is the fact that they are based on the assumption of a direct link between frequency content and disparity -larger disparities are estimated from increasingly lowpass versions of the images. Although such an approach can be justi ed on computational grounds when dealing with gradient or Laplacian based matching 3 , i t is hard to justify it in terms of the problem at hand, since there is no real reason why the disparity between the views of an object or its motion should be linked to its frequency content. Moreover, the link would appear to be an unwelcome restriction when considering the problem of matching regions which are not related by a simple translation -in such cases it is surely advantageous to be able to consider using models which are based on more broadband characteristics. The work described in this paper is an attempt to address these problems. It is a region-based approach in which disparity estimates obtained from local correlations computed via the frequency domain are incorporated within a multiresolution search procedure. As such the approach removes the link between frequency content and disparity, while retaining the e ciency of multiresolution searching. The scheme is implemented within the framework of a generalised wavelet transform, the multiresolution Fourier transform MFT 6 , which also provides the potential for the incorporation of more complex matching criteria based on feature information 6;7 and a ne transformation 8 . The aim here is to outline the main components of the basic algorithm and present results of its use in estimating the disparity b e t ween binocular views of a scene and in estimating motion from video sequences. Further details can be found in 9 .
Local Disparity Estimation
It is easiest to describe the algorithm in terms of estimating the disparity eld between a pair of images, its extension to deal with estimating motion in image sequences being straightforward. There are two main components involved: the estimation of disparity b e t ween pairs of regions based on local correlations computed via the frequency domain; and the use of these estimates within a multiresolution search procedure. The former is described in this section. Consider two images x 1 and x 2 , where is the spatial coordinate vector. The local disparity between two regions centred at 1 and 2 in each image, respectively, can be estimated by locating the peak in the normalised cross correlation given by , where the disparity~ 12 is small enough such that the e ect of the window can be ignored, then an estimate of~ 12 corresponds to the location of the peak in 1 ; 2 ;~ ; 9 . In practice, the images are discrete, the window function will have nite support and both the MFT coe cients and the cross correlation can be computed e ciently using FFTs 6;10 . The window function then ful ls a second role in reducing the wraparound error 10 . In the work described here a separable 2-d version of a generalised Hamming window w as used 10 and the local regions were of nite size 2 n 2 n , t h us enabling the use of a radix-2 FFT algorithm.
Multiresolution Searching
To solve the matching problem, ie determining 1 and 2 for each pair of corresponding regions, an e cient m ultiresolution search procedure is employed. This is de ned within a quadtree tessellation of the image plane and is a top-down process which uses disparity estimates obtained at large regions to direct the matching of smaller regions. First, a level in the quadtree is chosen as the start level and one of the images is selected as the reference. The algorithm then proceeds as follows:
1. Cross correlations are performed between corresponding regions in each image according to the tessellation de ned by the start level on the quadtree. A disparity estimate for each region is then found by locating the peak in each correlation eld as described above. 2. For each region in the reference image, each of its four quadrant regions corresponding to the next level of the quadtree are correlated with regions of the same size in the second image, with their positions de ned by the disparity estimate obtained at the larger region as shown in Fig.  1 . Peaks are then located in each correlation eld to give a disparity estimate for each quadrant. 3. The process is then repeated for the set of quadrants corresponding to the next quadtree level, yielding a further set of disparity estimates, and then continues in the same manner until some nal level is reached.
The result of this searching process is a set of disparity estimates de ned on each level of the quadtree which relate the set of corresponding regions in the reference image to a set of possibly overlapping regions in the second image. In other words, regions in the reference image remain de ned according to the regular quadtree tessellation, whilst those in the second image are translated in order to take account of the local disparity b e t ween the images. This helps to minimise the degree of disparity between the regions at each resolution and hence improves the accuracy of the disparity estimate by limiting the e ect of the window. In practice, it has also been found advantageous to employ a quadtree tessellation with 50 overlap between the regions in order to reduce the e ects of wraparound in the local correlations. 
Experiments
The algorithm has been applied to both the estimation of disparity b e t ween binocular views of a scene and the estimation of motion from video sequences. Small variations of the basic algorithm was used in each case. In both cases, the estimation was applied to images derived by subtracting a lowpass version of each image from the original in order to minimise problems associated with correlating constant or slowly varying regions. For the disparity estimation, the algorithm was modi ed to incorporate a limited local search a t each level. This was in the form of correlating each c hild' quadrant in the reference image with the four regions in the second image de ned by the disparity estimates obtained for the quadrant's four overlapping`parent' regions. This was found to be useful in order to deal with the larger disparities often encountered between binocular views. In addition, the local correlation elds were weighted in order to give preference to horizontal disparities, a reasonable modi cation when dealing with stereo. The algorithm was tested on the`tree' stereo pair shown in Fig. 2 and the results corresponding to four levels of the quadtree are shown in Fig. 3 . These show the horizontal component of the disparity estimates. In each case the estimates were locally averaged using a weighted least-squares ltering algorithm 11 based on certainty measures derived from the peak values in the correlation elds. Note the gradual increase in spatial resolution and accuracy of the estimates between the levels and the good correspondence between the estimate at the nal level and perceived relative depth in the scene. The algorithm was used to estimate motion in a video sequence by applying it to adjacent frames in the sequence, with the later frame selected as the reference. Results of testing the approach o n the`Miss America' sequence are shown in Fig. 4 , where the motion estimates obtained at the nal level are shown for di erent frames. The motion is indicated by v ectors centred in their associated regions and magni ed to aid visualisation. The black areas indicate regions classi ed as`lowpass' and hence unsuitable for correlation. The estimates correspond well to the perceived motion in the image. To demonstrate their validity, the estimates were used in a simple`motion-only' reconstruction experiment, in which, starting at some initial reference frame, each successive frame was reconstructed from the previous reconstructed frame using the motion estimates and bilinear interpolation. An example of a reconstructed frame and the original reference frame are shown in Fig. 5 .
Conclusions
A m ultiresolution approach to the image registration problem has been described. The performance of the algorithm in estimating disparity and motion has been tested and has been found to be satisfactory. Moreover, the algorithm is computationally inexpensive, involving the use of e cient FFTs and a fast multiresolution search. The most interesting aspect of this work, however, is that it provides further evidence of the e ectiveness of generalised multiresolution methods based on broadband region characteristics. These methods have n o w been shown to be e ective for a range of tasks 6;7;9;8 and there is considerable potential for integrating the various techniques into a single framework. In the case of the algorithms described here, this centres on incorporating feature information and a ne transformation models into the matching criteria based on the work described in 7;8 . 
